Schedule for IMPRS Uncertainty School Workshop at Indiana University,
Making decisions in social contexts

September 1-3, 2008

August 30, Sunday
7 p.m. Arrive in Indianapolis; Classic Touch limo to Bloomington Hampton Inn hotel; check in; get dinner on your own

August 31, Sunday
(For those who arrived previously, move from Hampton Inn to IMU during the afternoon)
7 p.m. Arrive in Indianapolis; Classic Touch limo to Bloomington “Indiana Memorial Union” (IMU) hotel; check in; get dinner on your own

September 1, Monday (Policy Workshop seminar room, Park Street)
8:30 a.m. Meet in IMU lobby to talk over to Policy Workshop
9 a.m. Coffee, tea, rolls/bagels
9:30-10:15 a.m. Peter Todd—intro to the workshop; latest on mate search/speed-dating
10:15-11:30 a.m. Rob Goldstone on Indiana University’s Cognitive Science program, his research
11:30-1 p.m. Lunch and individual meetings
1-2:30 p.m. Kevin Collins on “Property in the mind” (see readings)
2:30-4 p.m. Lin Ostrom on "Building trust to solve social dilemmas" (see readings)
4:30-6 p.m. Lin Ostrom on field research
6 p.m. Dinner/happy hour with other IU cognitive science students and all faculty, at Yogi’s (10th & Indiana St.)

September 2, Tuesday (Policy Workshop seminar room, Park Street)
9 a.m. Coffee, tea, rolls/bagels
9:30-11:30 a.m. Rich Shiffrin on “The psychological basis of rationality”
11:30-1 p.m. Lunch and individual meetings
1-2:30 p.m. Free time/individual meetings/show off posters
3:30-5 p.m. Coffee break (Policy Workshop seminar room)
3:30-5 p.m. Bill Bianco—building models of individual behavior (see readings)
6 p.m. Dinner (on your own)

September 3, Wednesday
8:30 a.m. Coffee, tea, rolls/bagels (Policy Workshop seminar room)
9-10 a.m. Experiment orientation (then walk to Woodburn Hall)
10 a.m.-12n Experiment session/discussion conducted by James Walker, Eric Coleman, and Lin Ostrom (Woodburn Hall)
12-1:30 p.m. Lunch/individual meetings (or Ria Steiger talk in Psychology room 128, 12:10 pm)
1:30-3 p.m. Jerry Busemeyer on “Making fast yet intelligent decisions using decision field theory” (see readings) (Psychology room 230)
September 3, Wednesday
3-4 p.m. To be announced... (Psychology room 230)
4-4:30 p.m. Coffee break
4:30-6 p.m. Jeff Stake on “Evolution, psychology, and the law (of property)” (see readings)
6 p.m. Dinner (on your own)

September 4, Thursday
Depart via shuttle bus from IMU to Indianapolis airport

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Office of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Program in Cognitive Science, and the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at Indiana University, Bloomington.

Reading List (papers also distributed electronically)

Lin Ostrom:
Building trust to solve commons dilemmas: Taking the next steps to test a broad theoretical framework.

Kevin Collins:

Bill Bianco:

Jerry Busemeyer:
For further technical background:
http://mypage.iu.edu/~jbusemey/Microprocess.pdf

Jeff Stake: